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Co-Chairman Bill Little called a meeting of the Powell Planning & Zoning Commission to order on Wednesday, March
10, 2021 at 7:02 p.m. via Zoom. Commissioners present included Elizabeth Bailik, Shawn Boysko, Ed Cooper, Bill
Little, Trent Hartranft and Shaun Simpson. Chairman Don Emerick was absent. Jeffrey Tyler - Community

Development Director, Claudia Husak - Planning Director, Elise Schellln - Development Planner, Pam Friend Planning & Zoning Clerk interested parties.
STAFF ITEMS - None
HEARING OF VISITORS FOR ITEMS ON THE AGENDA - None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES - None
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

Applicant:
Location:
Zoning:
Request:

Huli Huli
26 W. Olentangy Street
(DB) Downtown Business District
Review and approval of patio improvements at the back of the existing building.

Vice Chair Little: Our first case this evening is #2021-01CA. Do we have anyone representing Huli Huli to explain the
proposal?
Ms. Schellin: Both Dustin Sun and Greg Bertison are here.
Dustin Sun. Huli Huli 26 W. Olentanav Street: Greg Bertison and Paul Butler of CCS Construction are the general

contractors for the project. This is our third meeting at Planning & Zoning and we wanted to get back after our review
from the Historic Downtown Advisor Commission to get the approval from Planning & Zoning on the project.
Greg Bertison, CCS Construction: We have been through several different Iterations. We've had a lot of meeting with

Steve Reynolds and staff at the City of Powell to put together something we feel fits well with the community and
historic guidelines as well as being a benefit to downtown Powell.
Vice Chair Little: Elise can you give the Staff Report on the project.
Ms. Schellin: This proposal has been in front of the Commission a couple of times. It was originally reviewed as a
Minor Amendment to an Approved Development Plan back in July of 2020, which you approved with the condition that
the proposal comes back as a Certificate of Appropriateness once the architectural drawings were done. The

Commission reviewed it as a Certificate of Appropriateness on December 9, 2020. It was tabled and the Commission
sent it to the Powell Historic Downtown Advisor Commission to get their comments and recommendations before
making a final decision. The packet that you received for tonight is the same that was given to HDAC on February 18.

The HDAC comments were very positive and the proposal was very well received by them and they recommended this
move forward. You should have received HDAC draft minutes from the February meeting in your packets for tonight.

The applicant met with staff following the last Planning & Zoning meeting where their application was tabled. Staff and
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Steve Reynolds were able to help walk them through what they needed to do to get the application updated based on
your previous comments. In the staff report you will also see a breakdown of the staffs parking calculations and this
takes into account that the Final Development Plan was approved with the 50% reduction in parking, so Huli Huli needs
to provide 13 parking spaces to stay consistent with that 50% reduction approval. Mr. Sun is able to provide 6 spaces
on his site, 6 spaces with the parking agreement with Dr. Waddell down the alley and 3 on street parking spaces that
are eligible to be counted through the downtown business district code. This totals 15 spaces and meet the
requirement. Overall staff feels that this proposal is very beneficial to the downtown area and would recommend
approval. I will refer any other architectural comments to Steve Reynolds.
Steve Revnolds. Shvft Collective: I don't think there is anything additional from comments I shared during our previous
Planning & Zoning meetings. We did walk through the items with HDAC and as Greg and Elise mentioned we did
spend a lot of time with the applicant. I would just reiterate that they have spent a lot of time listening to the feedback
that we've given and I think what we see today is a much improved proposal versus what we saw the first time. We
really appreciate their efforts to listen to us and make those changes.
Vice Chair Little: Do we have any public comments?

Ms. Schellin: Any attendees that wish to speak, please raise your hand. It does not look life we have any public
comment here tonight.

Vice Chair Little: Hearing no public comment we will move to the commission for their comments.
Commissioner Cooper: I have no problem with the proposal since it has gone through HDAC. I think it is going to be a
nice addition and hope Dustin gets it done soon.

Commissioner Bailik: Dustin we appreciate your attention to detail, following the process and that you care enough
about Powell to make this happen. I think it will be a great addition.
Commissioner Bovsko: I would agree that I do support this revision. I would like to hear from staff on their
interpretation of these outdoor dining spaces and how that is going to affect other proposals regarding the requirement
for parking or lack of parking.
Ms. Schellin: Are you asking about the need to park with patio spaces?
Commissioner Bovsko: Right.
Commissioner Simpson: It's the same question we had two weeks ago with the sushi place.
Ms. Schellin: If you look at the code it is not specifically stated one way or another. Claudia and I had a discussion
that most communities do not require additional parking spaces for patio because you assume that when people come
to a restaurant and they have patio space more people want to sit on the patio than inside.

Commissioner Bovsko: So that is sort of the premise that the patio seating is seasonal, but once you add a roof over
that, it becomes more of a 3 or 4 season use. Does that change the interpretation?

Ms. Schellin: Since we do not have anything in the code, unfortunately there is no way to interpret that from my
standpoint. I don't know if Jeff or Claudia have anything to add.

Ms. Husak: I would agree with that assessment and other than the roof it is still sort of open so I doubt that would be
used in the winter, but the code does not speak to patio parking.
Commissioner Bovsko: I agree with the development and the intent behind it. I think it is probably worthwhile for us to
better define this because I think we are treading a fine line where we encourage this type of development. I think it's
great but I think we need to make sure we have a consistent response in terms of parking. Other than that I think it will
be a great addition.
Commissioner Simpson: We've been through this a few times and I appreciate Dustin's patience. I really don't have
anything else to add. I was good with it last time and with HDAC's blessing just makes it even better.
Commissioner Hartranft: Thank you Dustin for coming back. I do have a question for either Dustin or Greg. What
actual changes were made from the HDAC review? When I read through the meeting notes, it doesn't look like any
changes were required.
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Mr. Bertison: One of the main changes was in our meetings with Steve and taking advice from our previous
conversations with Planning & Zoning was trying to reduce the massing and follow the roof line. Prior to the
submission to HDAC those changes were already done. We tried to accommodate everyone's thoughts and interpret
that into something that followed the roof line and didn't take up too much space and was as good of a design as we
could come up with.
Commissioner Hartranft: Ok. I have been a fan of this since July 2020 so I think it is well past due and we should have
had you building it by now.

Vice Chair Little: Dustin thank you for coming back and going through the process. I know it can be tenuous at times
but getting the HDAC approval was critical and also I think we clarified the number of patrons that you are at least
planning on. I agree with Shawn Boysko that we probably need to address patio parking as part of the calculation
going forward. If we need to change the code, then we should. A place like Local Roots has a very large outdoor
presence and that should be counted in parking calculations from my perspective.
A couple of administrative things that would get addressed in the motion would be that Hull Hull is going to maintain the
6 spots with the owner of 55 Scioto Street. I think you are still planning on having one handicap spot and then 5 other
spots on the property. I think Elise has identified that in order for this to be functional if it wasn't in the historic district,
as an example and not subject to parking discretion that you would require 26 parking spots so given the parking
agreement you have and the onsite parking you also have it leaves us with 14 parking spots to meet the 26, which we
assume would be public parking spots in lots or on the street. For the sake of future inventories of public parking
spots, it looks like Huli Huli is counting on 14 from the City. Other than that I am good with the proposal and look
forward to visiting there and enjoying the patio outside.
MOTION; Commissioner Little moved for an approval of a Certificate of Appropriateness for the property located at 26
W. Olentangy Street as represented by Dustin Sun and known as Huli Huli, subject to the following conditions:
1. The owner shall maintain a shared parking agreement for 6 parking spots with the owner of the properties at 49 &
55 Scioto Street: in the event that agreement is terminated the property owner shall work with City staff to
determine if sufficient parking is available at the time to offset those 6 spots.
2. The owner shall designate 1 "Handicap Only" spot onsite at 26 W. Olentangy Street.
3. The owner shall maintain 5 other onsite parking spots for a total of6 spots including the handicap spot.

4. The City has identified that based on an occupancy of 68 patrons that 26 parking spots will be required for the
business currently located at 26 W. Olentangy Street in order to ensure functionality. Therefore, 14 public parking
spots should be allocated by the City to support these uses.
5. The tenant shall continue to provide clear signage at the entrance showing that patron parking is limited to either
onsite in the designated alleyway sites of 49 & 55 Scioto Street or in City owned locations.
Commissioner Cooper seconded the motion.
Note: There was a discussion before the vote.

Commissioner Hartranft: Just to clarify, the math that you are stating is not the same as in the staff report.
Commissioner Simpson: I don't think Bill was counting the on street parking.

Vice Chair Little: That is in the 14 spots.

Commissioner Hartranft: Staff report state 13 spaces are required.

Vice Chair Little: To clarify from the City's perspective do we need 25 or 26 parking spots?
Commissioner Hartranft: Staff report says 25.

Vice Chair Little: Let me modify the motion.

Commissioner Bovsko: Bill before you modify can we get clarification from staff are we truly going to be allocating 14
public parking spaces for this property?
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Ms. Schellin: I think what Bill is trying to show is staff would virtually allocate those parking spaces to our municipal lot
so that in the future we can calculate whether we have virtually allocated to many spaces in that lot. I know that is not
a great summary. I am not sure that is something we would want to put in the conditions because it seems like that is
more for us as staff as an inventory for our public parking rather than Dustin's responsibility.
Mr. Tvler: Yes, that is an administrative issue. I am a little concerned that we are putting that into a motion on a
private concern at this point. We certainly can take a look at the availability of parking and I don't want to muddy the
decision at this point but I think specifically we need to talk about the requirements that Dustin has for parking. As I
told you recently we are working on the parking issue to make sure that we address it for the entire district.
Commissioner Bovsko: Me personally, I agree with Bill's interpretation, whether it's 25 or 26 spaces I think it should be
documented somewhere otherwise that information gets lost. I think it is important that we do allocate spaces so we
are not over parked in the public area. I feel like this should be attached to this property because we are allocating
spaces for this property for this use.

Vice Chair Little: The issue you run into is that we've got a restaurant that had a parking agreement with someone
else. That parking agreement expired and there was never any coordination of that to manage our overall parking
situation. As we've discussed that is an open issue for the City to get a handle on. I think by documenting in these
motions, which we've historically done, for those agreements in this public forum we have a record that Hull Hull in
order to be functional is counting on what is now 13 public spots that they would use.
Commissioner Bailik: I do have a concern that when you put that type of a requirement on a business owner, how do
you enforce that? How do you decide that what you are doing for this business owner is equitable and fair to the next
business owner? I understand the concerns for parking but 1 have never thought it was good idea to put enforcement
verbiage on the City's administrative staff that puts us in a potential to violate our own rules. If you are saying they
need to have all these parking spaces from the City and they aren't able to provide those parking spots, then the City is
in violation of the agreement and the owner is in violation of the agreement. I think at this point and time it's too hard to
qualify all of that and we shouldn't hold the owner accountable for those spots.
Mr. Tvler: Let me remind you that you have a motion on the floor at this point. I think you need to deal with the motion
first before you get into discussion.

Commissioner Bovsko: The motion has already been seconded so the only way to eliminate that is if we reject it.
Ms. Husak: You could have the acting Chair withdraw the motion.
Vice Chair Little: I move to remove the current motion.
Commissioner Bovsko: I second the motion.
MOTION: Commissioner Little moved for a withdrawal of the current motion.

Commissioner Boysko seconded the motion. By unanimous consent of all members present the motion passed.
VOTE:

Y-6

N-0

Vice Chair Little: The problem we run into and I think as an example is close to where Dustin currently is you've got a
successful business person that doesn't have any parking that has expanded what they are doing on their particular
property and now they are having to find parking spots somewhere. Historically what we have done when we have
someone that doesn't have adequate parking for their particular use we've made sure that we have at least identified
the accounting that goes with that, which in some ways protects, I think Dustin going forward that he has been given
approval to do something and in order to make that work the parking spots are public parking spots.

Ms. Husak: I think Mr. Little, if I understand you correctly, you are counting the spaces that Mr. Sun is providing as part
of Hull Hull's public spaces?
Vice Chair Little: No, the way it reads, he has a parking agreement with Dr. Waddell for 6 spots. He has 6 spots on his
property, one of which is handicap. So for the size of his business, which is a high-end use business, he has to have
25 parking spots. In order to do that, the assumption Is that 13 parking spots that the City owns will be used by his
patrons. So that allows us to keep that running tally in the event we get to a point where we decide we have to cease
and assist and we have at least a record of how we got to that point.

Ms. Sun: May I say something? When we got approved originally, we were one of the last businesses to receive spots
divided by 2, so that Is why we only needed 13 to get approval to open our doors originally. Now we have 15 spots, so
we actually gained a couple of spots because we are counting the parking that is in front of us that wasn't counted
originally. My question now Is the 25 or 26 spots you were asking about are you basically saying you are taking my
original spots and dividing that by 2? Originally we needed 13, now we have 15 and If we are not counting the patio
space that should not affect what we are doing.
Commissioner Hartranft: That Is where my confusion Is tonight because I don't know where the 25 came from. We
always said that this was 13 spaces.
Vice Chair Little: When we approved the original motion we approved It based on the 50% reduction and then we
Identified that there were other places that patrons would park, including the railroad parking lot next to Olentangy
Crossing.

Mr. Sun: I don't think we were allotted any parking spots outside of our own property and Dr. Waddell's, so I am just
curious to see what allotted parking or public parking we were actually given.
Vice Chair Little: You aren't actually given any parking. An example I would use Is If somebody buys the property next
to the old church that was recently a children's clothing store and decides to put a restaurant In that seats 80 people
and they have 5 parking spots will that result In us as a City having a parking problem because those patrons have to
park somewhere as well. So historically what Dave Betz and the City were going to do was they were going to develop
an Inventory/capacity and then make sure that the Planning Commission doesn't approve anything that exceeds that
capacity.
Commissioner Hartranft: Bill, I don't think that we are, I think we are sticking with the original 13 spaces and he now
has 15.

Commissioner Cooper: I would agree.

Commissioner Bovsko: I thought our ability to have the parking requirements was predicated on use of public parking
whether that is right in front of the business, which Dustin has identified or other remote public parking. My
interpretation was that we are able to have those parking requirements of 25 down to 12 or 13 is because we were
allocating those additional spaces to public parking.
Vice Chair Little: That is correct.

Commissioner Balllk: Again, how do you enforce that and when you put that In his requirement and he was previously
approved for 13 and he now has 15 and we are not counting the patio I would agree with him that the parking that he is
required to have Is 15, so we shouldn't move that number. In addition, I don't think it's a good idea to allocate spots
from the City if they aren't available then that Is putting the City In the position of being in violation of what they were
going to give the owner. I don't think that is the best way to manage parking.
Vice Chair Little: Ok, the 13 parking spots plus public spots at the Initial approval of Hull Hull was done with 44
patrons. So now I believe and I would agree with Dustin doing so he's Identified that he plans to have 68, so that is 24
more customers.

Ms. Husak: Ultimately the number of patrons between the 44 and the 68 doesn't change the parking requirement
because it is the 25, right?
Ms. Schellln: The minimum is 25 no matter what and you don't reach that minimum until you reach about 68
occupants. The difference between the 44 and 68 doesn't make a difference In the parking code because the
minimum is still 25 and then cut in half would be the 13.

Commissioner Simpson: Maybe that Is a problem going forward but we can't move the goal post on this individual
applicant in my opinion.
Commissioner Bovsko: I don't think we are moving the goal post, I think we're just debating on how we allocate these
spaces.

Commissioner Hartranft: I'm not sure If this Is the right place to do that when we have an applicant in front of us.
We've already decided on his spaces and he's just here to get his approval done. We have a bigger discussion when
we talk about the parking and future allocations, but It shouldn't be In his requirements for this patio.

Commissioner Bovsko: Again, correct me if i'm wrong, but my interpretation of this requirement is to cut the required
parking in haif was predicated on allocating other parking spaces. If there were no other public parking spaces
available then the requirement is 25. We can talk about if that is enforceable or not or appropriate or not but the code
says 25 parking spaces are required for this type of establishment and we as a board could determine whether it is
appropriate to cut that in haif or not. We determined previously that it was appropriate and I still agree it is appropriate
to cut that in haif predicated on allocating spaces elsewhere.
Vice Chair Little: Which is exactly what we have done.
Commissioner Hartranft: How is the City going to enforce that?

Ms. Husak: If we focus on the word allocating, that is maybe where we are going a little bit awry here. We have public
parking that we are assuming would be usable for Huli Hull's patrons but we are not setting aside as part of this action
tonight a specific area of 13 spaces.
Commissioner Simpson: in theory he has already been allocated those spaces, this addition is not changing that
number.

Mr. Sun: I think Dr. Waddeii is trying to join, he has something he would like to say.
Ms. Schellin: Are we allowing public comment?

Mr. Sun: He is actually part of this because of the agreement. He just said if they have an issue, he can add another 6
spots or whatever we need to make sure this gets approved.
Vice Chair Little: I think there is a misinterpretation of what the issue is. The issue is precedent, the issue is having an
audit trail. The issue is when a large developer wants to come in and build an 80 seat restaurant right next to the
church and says I only have to have 6 parking spots because nobody else has any parking spots, everybody will just
park in that lot across the street. At some point we will reach capacity and pre-Covid we were getting close.
Mr. Sun: I understand about the future, but I am an existing business that was already approved. If this is something
for the future, because there are a lot of businesses that came before me, that were given the same benefit. So how
are you going to do that with the other business prior to me getting approved for the amount divided by 2, like myself?
That's kind of what I'm concerned about because I actually added parking and i'm renovating which will help Powell. I
have been in business for over 2 years and I have not broken my parking lease or anything like that so I don't know
what else I need to do to show that i am following the guidelines based on the approvals even back in July with

conditions to say all we need to do is follow XYZ, which we have done, meeting with HDAC, making sure ail the seating
is maintained where we are at. it sounds like this is an issue outside of my business and is something the City may
need to address but for me as an existing business owner that has been here for over 2 years with approval already I
just don't know why it's an issue with me going forward?
Mr. Tvier: If I can make a recommendation. We know that there is and has been a parking issue that is more global
than this discussion and also know that we are working on this diligently to try to get some answers for the community.
That issue will not be resolved this evening. What I would like to recommend is that you put a motion on the floor and
go ahead and vote on that motion either way. I don't think we are going to resolve the entire parking issue for future
parking with this particular application.
Vice Chair Little: To query the Commission then to you believe the motion needs to state that he has a parking
agreement for the 6 spots with another property owner.

Commissioner Baiiik: I don't because how do you enforce that and are you going to tell him to go out of business if the
person renting him the spots says I am going to charge you triple because you have an agreement with the City that
you have to have these spots.
Commissioner Cooper: i would agree. We're not here to rehash the parking, which we have already been through,
we're here to approve patio improvements. I think we need to leave the parking out of it because it has already been
determined for this particular use.
Ms. Schellin: I know public comment is over, but Dr. Waddell sent me an email and said that he will add as many
parking spaces as necessary for the community.
Mr. Tvier: I will be talking with Dr. Waddeii. Thank you.

Commissioner Bovsko: I agree with Bill that the information does need to be in this motion. I think the offsite parking is
no different from the previous applicant that we had last month that had a lease agreement for X amount of parking
spaces this is no different. I also agree with Beth that maybe we should table or take off of this motion the offsite public
parking because you are right public parking is another animal that is a challenge the City has to manage. So let's take
that off the applicant, but I do believe the offsite parking of6 spaces from Dr. Waddell is necessary to maintain those
13 spaces. In my view that is critical to this motion.
Commissioner Simpson: I agree with that Shawn because just like the one we heard last month. Because they don't
have those extra spaces that's what is causing the problem there. If Dustin moves on and sells to a person that wants
to put in seating for an extra 20 people we want to make sure we have the ability to regulate based on parking spaces.
Commissioner Hartranft: I'm fine if we are going to restate what's already been stated on his previous approval but not
adding things to it is not what we should be doing.
Vice Chair Little: I don't think we've added anything actually but what we will do is strike the number 4 condition
regarding allocated or available comment, but that is not actually a whole lot different than what we did before.
MOTION: Commissioner Little moved for an approval of a Certificate of Appropriateness for the property located at 26
W. Olentangy Street as represented by Dustin Sun and known as Huli Huli, subject to the following conditions:
1. The owner shall maintain a shared parking agreement for 6 parking spots with the owner of the properties at 49 &
55 Scioto Street; in the event that agreement is terminated the property owner shall work with City staff to
determine if sufficient parking is available at the time to offset those 6 spots.
2. The owner shall maintain 6 other onsite parking spots, including one handicap only spot.
3. The tenant shall provide clear signage at the entrance showing that patron parking is limited to either
onsite, in the designated alleyway sites or in other City owned locations.
Commissioner Hartranft seconded the motion. By unanimous consent of all members present the motion passed.
VOTE:

Y-6

N-0

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS(Case 2021-06CA)
Applicant:
Nocterra Brewing Co. c/o Shyft Collective
Location:
41 Depot Street
Zoning:
(DB)- Downtown Business District
Request:
Review and approval of an accessory structure adjacent to the southeast corner of the existing
building.

Vice Chair Little: Do we have someone from the applicant that would like to share your proposal.

Sadie Webb. Shvft Collective -15 E. Gav Street. Columbus: I am speaking on behalf of our client Nocterra Brewing
Co. We were the designers of the renovation at Nocterra in 2018. We are proposing a Certificate of Appropriateness
review for the outdoor pour station. The intent here is to create a better experience for the current beer garden
customers, as well as benefiting the DORA customers. Over the summer, especially with Covid, Nocterra had used a
temporary tent structure out in the beer garden and this is to replace that with a permanent structure that will be along
the edge of the site. I am sure you already know the boundaries for DORA but this is a site plan of the DORA
boundary, which is in green. The blue is Nocterra's property sightline and orange is the proposed pouring station
location. Here are photos of the existing beer garden. On the left are the current existing fire pits, those are
permanent because they have gas lines running to them below. On the proposed site plan you can see that the pour
station is on the eastside of the site facing Depot Street and is meant to sit along the fence line to better serve the
DORA customers and also serve the beer garden customers. This is really to elevate any traffic and congestion that
would happen inside Nocterra. As you can see it is nestled right below the fire pits. There is still enough space that
you could have seating around them. The front face would be the point of sale for the beer garden customers. It's an
L shaped bar with 2 points of service; one for the beer garden and one for DORA. The canopy and the bar would be
permanent and then the coolers for the beer taps would be temporary so they would come and go as necessary. For
the materials we are kind of going for the same look and feel to be consistent with Nocterra. You will see the same
board and batten and metal roof that mimics the same detailing as the front porch. There's a concrete bar that would
be reminiscent of what is going on inside of Nocterra. On the backside is a barrel staves screen where the beer taps
would be and that is recycled beer staves from the barrels of their aging beer process.

Vice Chair Little: Claudia do you have the staff presentation?
Ms. Husak: You have the staff report in your packet and it is a requirement for a new structure in the historic downtown
to be reviewed as a Certificate of Appropriateness by the Commission, in the staff comments we have identified that
this structure will strengthen the economy of the City by adding an additional amenity, especially a walkable amenity. It
is an attraction, especially as part of the DORA, which is intended to be ongoing will help the businesses and the
residence of the City. We appreciate the design details and the esthetic in making the station fit with the current
building and materials used. As It is walkable, there is no additional parking that we have anticipated and our staff
recommendation is the approval of the Certificate of Appropriateness with one condition we have identified that we
would like the Commission to include, which deals with the signs that are shown on the station. We would like the
applicant to work with us in the future to figure out those details and get appropriate permits. We did have a public
comment that Elise forwarded to the Commission from an adjacent resident. Also, Elise had someone call her today
about this proposal.

Ms. Schellin: I did and he was not able to access the meeting via Zoom today. He did not have any specific
comments, he just wanted to look at the proposal.
Vice Chair Little: Other than the email we received from the one resident are there any other people in attendance in
the public that would like to comment. Hearing none we wiil move to the comments from the Commission members.
Commissioner Simpson: My only question would be for the encroachment into the setback. I assume that is not a
code issue at all?

Commissioner Bovsko: It there a setback?
Commissioner Simpson: On one of the items there was a setback shown.

Ms. Webb: We had this setback from when we used it for the initial Nocterra drawings when we did the renovation. I
had talked with staff about this specifically and we were looking for an amendment to the Development Plan so that it
could set along the property line. Otherwise if it is an accessory building Deport Street would technically be considered
the front so according to the code any accessory building according to the code for the downtown business would be
that it would need to sit back 30 or so feet.
Vice Chair Little: Staffs comment on that would be?
Ms. Husak: Elise remind me what we talked about.

Ms. Schellin: I think Sadie is correct this would technically be the front of the building and the front setback is at 30 feet
in the downtown code. We discussed this and thought it might be a little bit of a sticking point so they had two different
options. This was the ideal option and then Plan B being to push the pavilion back to the setback line.

Commissioner Simpson: Personally, I am of the opinion that is a better location for the building for where we have it. I
just wanted to make sure we did whatever we needed to cover ourselves on that setback. There is already a tent there
most of the year anyway so to have something more esthetically pleasing is a plus in my mind.
Commissioner Hartranft: I do want to address the email we received from the resident that lives across the street. She

did say that during the summer with the tent being there I guess there were lines going into the street and people on
her property. What's going to be the plan to keep that from happening if this is going to be a permanent structure?

Mr. Tvler: I can speak to that as I believe this is the individual that has been in contact with the Andy White our City
Manager. We have had discussions with her and want to continue to have that dialog. We do understand that there is
an issue here. The future plans are to do something more esthetically pleasing along Depot Street that would
delineate the separation between the street and the residents, so either some type of fence or greenery that would help
to rectify this situation. Again, it's not something we will have done in time for this to be built but we will stay in dialog
with this owner and the owners that are along that location.
Commissioner Hartranft: Forgive me I haven't been there in a while but it looks like it's pretty much a gravel road
between the street to where the entrance is to the beer garden. Is that a parking area?
Vice Chair Little: It's used as parking as well.

Commissioner Hartranft: So we are going to put a line in front of where people are pulling in and out for parking? Is
there a safety concern there?
Bryan Duncan. Nocterra 41 Depot Street: Currently, that space in front is grave and the entire summer in was closed
to parking and that is where we formed a iine to get into the beer garden.
Bruce Vivian. Nocterra 41 Depot Street: What Brian is saying is that during the summer we rope that off so there is no
parking. The use of this station would be during those warmer months. We have taken the barriers down since our
crowd is much lower than it was in the warmer months. Usually we use it for the other food truck, so it's not customer
parking. We would definitely maintain safety if this is open and not have any parking near where we have people
gathering.

Commissioner Cooper: I don't see any problem with this addition as long as we do address that setback line in an
amendment. I would also like to see the Nocterra employees get involved in some crowd control if in fact this line is
spilling out into the street blocking traffic, going onto neighbors properties because that is not acceptable.
Mr. Vivian: The line we were seeing during the summer time was obviously because we were only aloud to have
people sitting, though we have lots of tables and chairs the bulk of the time they were occupied by a couple. So maybe
an 8 person table so we were way below capacity, so we tried to make the best experience possible for our customers.
We tried to keep people tight along the fence as they waited to get in, but this is a Covid based problem not a fully
open problem. The people that did end up in Mrs. Cantrell's yard where just trying to escape blatant sunshine and hit
the little shade on the side of her house, but we always try to remind people not to stand in her yard. I have personally
talked to Mrs. Cantrell a bunch of times and have had experiences with Officer Wilt and other Powell Police Officers
and I think we have been able to manage the situation as best we can. I think once we are open and people can be in
our space rather than waiting to get into our space it will be a lot simpler a process. Then having this more efficient
building will prevent the line because we were pouring off of a lousy way to pour beer last summer, which kind of made
things slow, which added to the speed that we could serve customers to get them back to the downtown and the park
to hang out and enjoy their DORA beer.

Commissioner Cooper: I have not been down and seen the lines or the street blocked, I'm just going from the
comments that we received from the neighbor.

Commissioner Baillk: I think it looks like a great amenity to your business. I like the architecture of it and how you
have placed it and I think you have put a lot of thought into it. I do also agree with Trent and Ed that it is extremely
important for you to keep that open dialog with Mrs. Cantrell or any other nearby neighbors. She did express in her
email that she has no issue with you being there but I think it is really important to always be open to conversations and
see what you can do to protect her property as well. I agree a lot of it is probably due to Covid but I don't want to see
her concerns ignored. I appreciate the City making efforts and you keeping the open dialog and other than that I think
it looks beautiful.

Commissioner Bovsko: I would reiterate the comments that have been made. I think it's a beautiful well designed
structure. Shyft does a great job to keep the character and the esthetics of this addition in keeping with the rest of the
building. We need to put this in context and from what I understand this is in response to the DORA and not in
response to Covid restrictions. My concern is the placement of this structure. The idea of the DORA is to bring people
into your business and I think this is doing just the opposite. It's bringing people up to the business. I would put this
structure at the back property line and force people in and through your building and keep them there.
When you back out and look at the rest of the context. Depot Street is very, very challenging. The width of that right-ofway is 40 feet. The width of the road is 20 feet. You've got all your parking in front of your building that is in the rightof-way. If this was a new building we would never allow parking in the right-of-way it Is now. We allowed it when this
was built because that was the existing condition. I think the location of this is going to create a real safety issue and it
is only going to get worse when Covid restrictions are eased and the occupancy increases dramatically and I don't
think it is fair to burden the police to manage this. Even pushing it back to the setback is not enough, I think it needs to
be further back into the site to draw people in. I love the structure, I think it's a great amenity, but the location I have a
real issue with and when there is no DORA that's all parking and creates a real safety issue just driving down Depot
Street. I would love to say let's stripe this area so there's never any parking there, but we all know parking is very
necessary. I feel very strongly that this structure just needs to be in a different location to bring people in.
Mr. Vivian: The struggle with DORA is for us is that we operate on an A1C License, so we're only allowed to serve and
sell the beer that we create. Once you put liquid into the official DORA plastic cup we know longer know what that
liquid is, so if someone comes onto our property with a cup that they purchased at Prohibition and has whiskey in it and
doesn't look all that different from beer but now they are consuming that whiskey inside our space.

The reason we want to serve to the DORA zone is to get our beer in the cup and keep it in the zone because those
cups aren't actualiy ailowed in our space so we can't serve them inside our space. We wouid have to serve them in a
glass and then as they exist our property pour it into a DORA cup and then it wouid just become kind of convoluted and
difficult.

Commissioner Bovsko: That sounds like more of an issue with the DORA then this operation.

Ms. Schellin: I can add from the City perspective that our idea with the DORA, especially with COVID was to get
people to spread out so they are not all congregated into Nocterra and other bars. Our municipal park is part of the
DORA so it just makes it easier for people to enjoy some time with their family in the park but also enjoy a beverage at
the same time. It also allows for people to get a beer from Nocterra and then browse the retail stores downtown. They
can go up to this pour station, grab a beer and then go into the Peachtree Street store next door. It's designed to help
all businesses not just the bars and restaurants.

Commissioner Bovsko: I appreciate the approach but I still think the idea is to bring people into your establishment and
serving them at the property line is going to set a bad precedent for other business that want to do the same. We've
got others that want to extend their patios up to the edge of the right-of-way. I think that is creating a problem and is a
safety issue here on Depot Street. I have driven down there before when Nocterra is busy and it is a challenge to
maneuver.

Vice Chair Little: I thank you for coming forward with the proposal. Like Shawn, I tend to visit there a lot to mainly just
to understand how traffic and patrons flow in there. It is an improvement over the tent. I have witnessed how things
tend to operate. As Shawn said, I know they want to bring people into their location, but I have also been at
restaurants where you have people participating in DORA and they try to walk into another restaurant with that cup that
the restaurant owner doesn't know what's in it. To try to build upon Elise's comments, some people just want to get
their beer and then go walk in the Village Park.
Nocterra tends to be a little bit of DORA central from my experience. I think they can fill up their inside and at the same
time sell refreshments to people that want to take in the rest of the downtown. I think the folks there do a really good
job of keeping things organized, all that being said, I encourage you to keep working with your neighbors. Particularly
now that you have a permanent station there and you've got someone manning it and something is going on that
doesn't look right, be a good neighbor. I know there was a little bit of a trash concern. I don't know if that is Nocterra's
responsibility along Depot Street or whether the City puts a couple of trash cans out there, but anything we can do to
work with the neighbors.

Mr. Vivian: After Julie complained about the trash, we would walk the corridor on Monday morning and pick up
everything we could on both sides of the street. A lot of it was random stuff that we weren't even selling but still trying
to better the neighborhood. We definitely took care of that and I don't think she had any more complaints about trash
after the first few DORA weekends.

Vice Chair Little: Like I said, just continue to be a good neighbor. I know you try to do a really good job. Shawn's
concern about parking and the narrow street, it is what it is, I think when we look to improve Depot Street and perhaps
connect it to the north, that's a really good time to try to fix things. All that being said, I am good with the proposal. I
agree we need to get a resolution formally on the setback.
MOTION: Commissioner Little moved to approve a Certificate of Appropriateness for the property located at 41 Depot
Street as represented by Shyft Collective and known as Nocterra Brewing Co. for the purpose of erecting an accessory
building subject to the following conditions:
1.

The applicant shall be required to work with staff on signage for the new structure and must gain staff approval
prior to the applicant applying for City permits.

2.

The applicant shall work with staff to resolve and setback issues and will take the necessary appropriate action.

Note: There was a discussion before the motion was seconded.

Commissioner Bovsko: Before the second, can we clarify that last item on setbacks? Are we leaving it up to staff?
Ms. Husak: One of the things you could do is accept the location as a part of the motion.
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Vice Chair Little: I heard at least two Commissioners express concern about that issue. I believe the way I have
written the motion is we have an issue that needs resolution, which may include coming back to Planning & Zoning for
an amendment, but leaving it up to staff to determine the appropriate action.
Commissioner Bovsko: For me that is a little too open-ended and I would like to see it clarified where this thing is
going to be located. Is it at the property line or is it setback?

Commissioner Cooper: Are we not amending the Final Development Plan to allow this to be outside the setback line?
Can we combine these two into one or do we have to do this separately?
Vice Chair Little: Correct me if I am wrong, but I don't know that a Certificate of Appropriateness will address a setback
issue?

Commissioner Coooer: I don't believe so because we are amending the Final Development Plan.
Ms. Husak: If that is the case, in my experience, that would have to happen under a separate application.

Vice Chair Little: So technically, can we approve a Certificate of Appropriateness without that resolution being taken
care of?

Ms. Husak: You can, it is appropriate to be there with your second condition, but staff would have to work through that
issue.

Vice Chair Little: Yes, that is why I put it in there. Shawn Boysko, I think your issue is a little bit different because you
believe it should be more inbound, whereas I believe the rest of the Commissioners are believing where they want to
put it is appropriate other than the issue with the particular setback.
Commissioner Bovsko: Correct. As it stands now we are asking to wave that setback requirement.
Mr. Vivian: We are open to helping you figure it out, it's 3 feet, if your issue Shawn is safety I don't know where fence
line or 3 feet is going really change that for you but I would like to think that for the esthetics and the real use of it,
along the fence line is best.
Vice Chair Little: Again, in today's meeting, if the structure goes where the drawing on the proposal says it's going to
go we can't address that in a Certificate of Appropriateness but what we can do is approve it and then the City has to
deem do they move it or if they want to keep it where it is do they have to come fonward requesting an amendment to
the Final Development Plan.
Ms. Husak: I think that is what staff is understanding as well.
Vice Chair Little: Do we have a second on the motion?

Commissioner Simpson seconded the motion. Motion passed.
VOTE:

Y-5

N -1 (Commissioner Boysco)

Vice Chair Little: The Certificate of Appropriateness has been approved but we have a lingering issue that we will let
staff tell us what they propose we should do going forward.
OTHER BUSINESS

Online Meeting Etiquette Guide
Ms. Husak: In your packet we included an online meeting etiquette guide that was provided to the Boards and
Commissions as we are under the assumption we will be continuing to hold virtual meetings awhile longer.
Commission Rules

Ms. Husak: I have taken a look at Commission rules and noticed they are very meeting orientated and not how the
Commission runs. I looked at a couple of examples in other communities and found items that are typically included in
meeting rules and bylaws. I thought we could draft something for you to look at and work together to see if that is
something the Commission would be interested in formalizing. Typically that includes the powers and duties of the
Commission, the membership make up, when your meetings are held as well as how staff creates agenda and when
you receive packet materials and what the staff report contains.
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Meeting procedures would also be included and together with our legal staff we would probably want to have some ex
parte discussion and conflict of interest discussions that are typically In the rules and regulations as well. If you are
interested in taking that on as your first training item we would get that started.
Commissioner Bailik: It's always good to take another look, get educated and get reminders.
Vice Chair Little: I agree, sounds good to me.

Ms. Husak: Thank you to Beth and Shawn for giving us some other training topics so as we go forward with some
lighter agendas we will pick some of those or if anyone else has anything that comes to mind we are happy to do that
as well continuously.

Mr. Tvler: We have two people that are on the call this evening that are actually going to be helping the Community
Development Department moving forward and possibly be a service to not only the rest of the City but potentially
Boards and Commissions as well. Tracey Owens is somebody that I have known for several years, who has helped
me in the past with process improvement types of Issues. We have done this over several issues and several
departments. We started with the Building Department process improvement and frankly that is where we are going to

start with here with the City of Powell. We are going to start with the permitting process and run that as a pilot. We
want to make sure that those that are responsible for that particular process are engaged and part of that process. We

then want to report back to Development Committee and to City Council. I would like to report back to this Commission
as well to let you know how it is going. I hope in the future to expand that program to other portions of Community
Development and possibly to other portions of the City as well. The reason they are on this call Is to observe and see
how we run meetings. I was serious when I told Council I want to hit the ground running and we are going to start this
hopefully in April and hopefully have date shortly after. Tracey Owens Is the business owner and Rachel Ray will be
assisting us in that process. Rachel does work for the City of Dublin in their Economic Development department. She
used to be Claudia's intern at one time, so she is very familiar with us and how we operate and she will be assisting in
the process as well.
Commissioner Bovsko: I was going to suggest based on today's discussion with this reoccurring theme about

onsite/offsite parking that we identify some workshops that we can discuss this internally so we are not having this
open discussion in front of the applicant that should maybe take place off line.
Vice Chair Little: I think Jeff is trying to get his hands around the overall subject matter and maybe putting a proposal
together.
Mr. Tvler: I would agree with that but I think Shawn is onto something here. I think you as a Commission you have
your own particular issues that you are dealing with surrounding parking and starting that discussion sooner rather than
later I think is a great idea. Scheduling some workshops under the direction of Claudia and Ellse.
Commissioner Bovsko: I have for Claudia and Jeff to shoulder the burden of figuring this all out and I would like to
participate in that discussion.
Mr, Tvler: We will have some internal discussion about it and get back with the Commission.
Vice Chair Little: I think we want to do that fairly quickly because in the pre-Covid days we were starting to push up
against some stuff and I am guessing everybody will want to get out once the majority of the population has been
vaccinated.

Vice Chair Little: The next scheduled meeting is March 24, 2021 and/or April 14, 2021,
ADJOURNMENT

MOTION: Co-Chairman Little moved at 8:32

adjourned.

to-adjourn the meeting. By unanimous consent, the meeting
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